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Summary

CONSTANS-Like (COL) proteins are plant-specific nuclear regulators of gene expression but do not contain a

known DNA-binding motif. We tested whether a common DNA-binding protein can deliver these proteins to

specific cis-acting elements. We screened for proteins that interact with two members of a subgroup of COL

proteins. These COL proteins were Tomato COL1 (TCOL1), which does not seem to be involved in the control of

flowering time, and the Arabidopsis thaliana CONSTANS (AtCO) protein which mediates photoperiodic

induction of flowering. We show that the C-terminal plant-specific CCT (CO, CO-like, TIMING OF CAB

EXPRESSION 1) domain of both proteins binds the trimeric CCAAT binding factor (CBF) via its HAP5/NF-YC

component. Chromatin immunoprecipitation demonstrated that TCOL is recruited to the CCAAT motifs of the

yeast CYC1 and HEM1 promoters by HAP5. In Arabidopsis, each of the three CBF components is encoded by

several different genes that are highly transcribed. Under warm long days, high levels of expression of a

tomato HAP5 (THAP5a) gene can reduce the flowering time of Arabidopsis. A mutation in the CCT domain of

TCOL1 disrupts the interaction with THAP5 and the analogous mutation in AtCO impairs its function and

delays flowering. CBFs are therefore likely to recruit COL proteins to their DNA target motifs in planta.
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Introduction

CONSTANS-Like (COL) genes encode proteins containing

two highly conserved domains: an N-terminal zinc-finger B-

box (Borden, 2000) domain which is also found in animals,

and a plant-specific C-terminal CCT (CO, CO-like, TIMING OF

CAB EXPRESSION 1, Strayer et al., 2000) domain. COL

genes have been identified in different plant species (Griff-

iths et al., 2003) and each plant seems to host large families

of them. In Arabidopsis there are 17 COL genes (Robson

et al., 2001), and there are at least 16 of them in the rice

genome (Griffiths et al., 2003).

The best-characterized function of a specific set of COL

proteins, Arabidopsis CONSTANS (AtCO, Putterill et al.,

1995) and rice Heading Date 1 (HD1, Yano et al., 2000),

involve mediation of the photoperiodic induction of flower-

ing. These proteins act by regulating transcription levels of

floral integrators (Hayama and Coupland, 2004). One such

common integrator belongs to the CETS (CEN, TFL1, SP)

family (Pnueli et al., 2001) and is encoded by FLOWERING

LOCUS T (FT, Kardailsky et al., 1999; Kobayashi et al., 1999)

in Arabidopsis and Heading Date 3A (HD3A, Kojima et al.,

2002) in rice.

Accumulation of FT or HD3A promotes flowering in both

species, and accumulation of AtCO and HD1 occurs under

long photoperiods (Suarez-Lopez et al., 2001; Valverde

et al., 2004). AtCO activates FT expression (An et al., 2004;

Samach et al., 2000; Takada and Goto, 2003) while HD1

seems to repress HD3A expression (Hayama et al., 2003). As

a result, extended photoperiods delay the transition to

flowering in rice and promote it in Arabidopsis (Hayama

and Coupland, 2004).
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In contrast to Arabidopsis and rice, in tomato the timing of

the transition to flowering is not affected by photoperiod,

although other environmental factors such as light intensity

and ambient temperatures do influence flowering time

(Calvert, 1964). The transition to flowering in tomato

terminates the shoot apical meristem. A secondary shoot

arising from the axil of the youngest leaf, however, allows

subsequent vegetative sympodial growth which eventually

terminates when flowers are produced. The SELF PRUNING

(SP) CETS protein regulates floral transitions of secondary

sympodial meristems (Pnueli et al., 1998). Using a yeast

two-hybrid (Y2H) approach with SP, we previously identified

a subfamily of Basic Region/Leucine Zipper (bZIP) transcrip-

tion factors as likely candidates for mediating the action of

CETS proteins (Pnueli et al., 2001). The recent cloning of the

flowering time gene FD, which encodes a bZIP transcription

factor that interacts with FT and is required for its function

(Abe et al., 2005; Wigge et al., 2005), has confirmed the

validity of such screens.

No DNA-binding activity has been demonstrated for AtCO

or for any other COL protein. Nevertheless, some of them

function as transcription factors (Cheng and Wang, 2005;

Samach et al., 2000). One likely possibility is that binding to

target promoters is mediated by adjunct DNA-binding

factors (Hepworth et al., 2002). We reasoned that, similar

to CETS proteins, all COL proteinsmight be recruited to their

targets by a common DNA-binding factor, despite their

diverse effects in different plants.

To test our hypothesis, we isolated COL genes from

tomato, a non-photoperiodic plant. One member of the

tomato COL family, TCOL1, has no evident role in the control

of flowering time, based on over-expression studies in

tomato, tobacco and Arabidopsis. We asked whether TCOL1

and the flowering-time protein AtCO interact with a similar

class of proteins. Using the Y2H system, we screened a

library of tomato proteins and identified several different

interacting proteins. After applying several filters and

criteria, using both in vitro and in vivo binding assays on

mutated and intact genes, and studying transgenic yeast and

Arabidopsis, the major candidate emerging as a likely

mediator of COL interaction with DNA is the CCAAT binding

factor (CBF/HAP/NF-Y), a universal eukaryotic complex of

three or more proteins (Maity and de Crombrugghe, 1998).

There is only one gene representing each Hem Activator

Protein (HAP) subunit in yeast and mammals. However, in

plants, each member of this complex is encoded by a large

family of genes, sharing conserved and non-conserved

domains and specific expression patterns (Gusmaroli et al.,

2001, 2002; Kusnetsov et al., 1999). There is thus great

potential variety in content of CBF complexes formed within

a cell. Together with the variation in the specificity of

interactions with each COL protein, and the ability of COL

proteins to interact with additional specific partners, these

protein interactions provide a framework for understanding

how this important family of plant proteins takes on diverse

roles in plant development.

Results

Group 1A COL genes from tomato display diurnal

expression patterns

Three Tomato COL (TCOL) genes were identified by screen-

ing, under low stringency, of a tomato genomic library with

the AtCO gene as a probe. TCOL2 and TCOL3 are arranged in

tandem while TCOL1 is located in a different region of the

genome (Figure 1a). All three genes contain sequences

encoding both B-boxes and a CCT domain (Figure S1a), but a

single base deletion in the TCOL2 gene alters the open

reading frame before the CCT domain (Figure S2a). COL

proteins are classified into different subgroups (Griffiths

et al., 2003). We compared protein sequences encoded by

TCOL1–3, eight additional TCOL expressed sequence tags

(ESTs) [TIGR Tomato Gene index (http://www.tigr.org), Sol-

anaceae Genomics network] and the Arabidopsis COL pro-

teins. Our analysis suggested that TCOL1, TCOL2 and TCOL3

belong to Group 1A COL genes which are represented in

Arabidopsis by AtCO, COL1 and COL2 (Figure S3a). Similar

to Arabidopsis Group 1 COL genes, an intron is located

before the sequence encoding the conserved C-terminal CCT

domain. However, the three tomato genes have an additional

intron at the 3¢ end of the B-box domain (Figure 1a), creating

a second exon that precisely defines the region encoding the

activation domain (AD) of COL proteins (Figure 2 and below).

Several COL genes from different species display diurnal

expression patterns and are under circadian-clock regulation

(Cheng andWang, 2005; Ledger et al., 2001; Shin et al., 2004;

Suarez-Lopez et al., 2001). Using reverse transcriptase (RT)-

PCR with gene-specific primers, and the a-tubulin gene as a

reference, we detected robust cycling of transcripts for both

TCOL1 and TCOL3 in tomato plants entrained under either

long or short days. Robust cycling continued when plants

were moved to constant dark, suggesting circadian-clock

regulation (Figure 1b–f). A strong effect of day length on

peak expression time of these genes, as shown for other

clock-regulated genes in Arabidopsis (Millar and Kay, 1996),

was also observed.

High levels of expression of the TCOL3 gene conferred

reduced sensitivity to photoperiod in the flowering response

of Arabidopsis

Unlike Arabidopsis and rice, transition to flowering in to-

mato is not affected by photoperiod. Nevertheless, in all

three species, flowering is accelerated by increased

expression of FT-like genes (Hayama and Coupland, 2004;

E. Lifschitz, unpublished data). We have generated trans-

genic tomato plants expressing the TCOL1, TCOL3 or AtCO
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genomic clones under the control of the ubiquitous

CaMV35S promoter. None of the transgenic lines showed

significant early flowering. The inheritance of late-flowering

phenotypes found in some of the T1 transformants con-

taining 35S:TCOL1 or 35S:TCOL3 could not be tested be-

cause these plants were sterile. The same constructs were

also introduced into day-neutral tobacco plants. Here we

observed a delay in the flowering of transgenic tobacco

Figure 1. Genomic organization and expression profiles of Group 1A COL genes from tomato.

(a) Schematic genomic maps and intron–exon sites for the three tomato COL genes. The tomato genes contain two introns versus only one in Arabidopsis, and their

second exon defines the complete COL activation domain (see Figure 2). Numbers above the lines indicate amino acids at the borders of the exons. The CCT domain

of the TCOL2 gene is missing due to a single bp deletion.

(b) Semi-quantitative RT-PCR analysis of expression profiles of TCOL1 and TCOL3 under long and short days. Tomato plants, 1 month old, with five expanding

leaves were grown for 7 days under the indicated light regimes before sampling 20 apices. Bars above represent the light (white) or dark (black) periods of the day.

Numbers represent hours from dawn.

(c) Quantification of TCOL1 expression data presented in (b). Solid and dashed lines represent expression levels, relative to the tomato a-tubulin gene, under long

days (LD) and short days (SD) respectively. Bars and numbers are as in (b).

(d) Quantification of TCOL1 (solid line) and TSTO (dotted line) expression in continuous dark, based on semi-quantitative RT-PCR. Plants were moved to constant

conditions after entrainment to short days. Grey bars represent subjective light periods. Other bars and symbols are as in (c).

(e) Quantification of TCOL3 expression data presented in (b). Symbols as in (c).

(f) Quantification of TCOL3 expression in constant dark, as in (d).
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plants expressing high levels of AtCO (not shown); note that

these plants were fertile. These results suggest that TCOL1

and TCOL3 have no obvious effect on flowering time, and

that regulation of the tomato FT orthologue might not be

linked to levels of Group 1A COL factors.

In addition to AtCO, over-expression of the CONSTANS

orthologue from Pharbitis nil also promoted flowering in

Arabidopsis (Liu et al., 2001). We generated transgenic

Arabidopsis plants expressing the 35S:TCOL1 or 35S:TCOL3

genes. Plants expressing TCOL3, but not TCOL1, consis-

tently flowered slightly later under long days and earlier

under short days (Table 1).

Photoperiodic flowering is an output of the circadian clock

(Samach and Coupland, 2000). We tested whether

Figure 2. Identification and characterization of the tomato COL-interacting proteins.

(a) A scheme of the five deletion constructs of TCOL1 tested for their transcriptional–activation potential in yeast cells.

(b) Quantitative b-galactosidase activity (expressed as Miller units) of five BD-TCOL1 deletion constructs. The activation potential of TCOL1 resides along its second

exon. Deletion 1 was chosen as bait in the two-hybrid screen.

(c) Interactions between specific domains of TCOL1 and the TCIP proteins. A Colony lift b-galactosidase test. TCIPs, identified by virtue of their interaction with

deletion 1, were tested for their interactions with the N-terminal (deletion 3) and the C-terminal (deletion 4) domains of TCOL1. TCIP 1 and 3 interacted solely with the

N-terminal domain of TCOL1, whereas the other TCIPs interacted specifically with the C-terminal domain of TCOL1.

(d) THAP5a, THAP5c and TFKBP12 (TCIP3) interact with the full-length TCOL1 protein. Seven TCIPs were tested, as BD fusions, for binding with the full-length TCOL1

protein. TSTO (TCIP1) could not be tested due to its strong activation potential. Growth of hybrid lines on non-selective (-L-T) and selective (-L-T-H 20-mM 3AT) plates

is shown. Only THAP5a, THAP5c and TFKBP12 (TCIP3) interact with the full-length TCOL1 protein.

(e) Conserved interactions between TCIPs and specific COL domains. TSTO (TCIP1) interacts with the N-terminal domain of the AtCO protein. THAP5a and THAP5c

interact with the C-terminal domains of TCOL3 and AtCO and with the full-length AtCO protein but not with TCOL2, which lacks a CCT domain. The interaction

between TFKBP12 (TCIP3) and the N-terminal domain is specific to the TCOL1 protein. Yellow X indicates empty sites.
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Arabidopsis plants expressing the 35S:TCOL3 gene exhibit

an additional phenotype associated with clock dysfunction:

inhibition of hypocotyl growth by light is gated by the

circadian clock (Dowson-Day and Millar, 1999). Hypocotyls

of 35S:TCOL3 and wild-type Arabidopsis plants were meas-

ured under different light regimes (red, blue, white and dark)

but no significant differences were found (data not shown).

Thus, the effect of TCOL3 on flowering time is unlikely to be

through major disruption of clock function.

A screen for COL interacting proteins reveals domain-

specific interacting proteins

Plants expressing 35S:TCOL1 showed no obvious flowering-

time phenotype, and TCOL1 was thus chosen as ‘bait’ in the

screen for common COL interacting proteins. Preliminary

tests indicated that, as a binding-domain (BD) fusion, the

complete TCOL1 protein is an extremely strong activator of

transcription (Figure 2a,b) and could therefore not beused as

bait, in Y2H screens. To identify and exclude the activation

domain, five deletion constructs of TCOL1 (Figure 2a) were

examined for their transcriptional-activation potential. The

results suggested that the activation region of TCOL1 occu-

pies theentiresecondexon, the twohalvesofwhichconferred

nearly equal upregulation of the reporter gene (Figure 2b).

DeletionNo.1, containing thecompleteN-terminalB-boxand

the CCT C-terminal domains but missing the activation do-

main,wasthereforechosenasbait.AcDNAlibrarymadefrom

apices RNA (Pnueli et al., 2001) and containing 4 · 106 clones

was screenedonhistidine (HIS)-selectivemediumcontaining

2.5-mM 3amino-triazol (3AT). 127 positive clones, designated

TCIP (Tomato CONSTANS Interacting Proteins), were valid-

ated (see Experimental procedures section), and found to

represent eight genes (Table 2).

In pair-wise combinations, none of the fusion proteins

interacted with the control p53 protein (Figure 2c) or with

each other (data not shown). The eight TCIPs expressed as

BD fusions were further tested for their binding to specific

domains of TCOL1 (Figure 2c), or to the full TCOL1 protein

expressed this time as AD fusions (Figure 2d). Four proteins

Table 1 Flowering time (number of leaves to flowering) of two homozygous transgenic Arabidopsis lines (independent) overexpressing the
tomato TCOL3 gene

Genotype

Rosette Cauline Total

NAv Rng SD SE Av Rng SD SE Av Rng SD SE

LDs
þ Incandescent

Wt (L.er) 7.83 6–10 0.924 0.218 3.39 2–4 0.608 0.143 11.28 10–13 0.890 0.210 18
35S:TCOL3#1-1 10.29 9–13 1.007 0.220 4.71 3–6 0.784 0.171 15.00 12–18 1.483 0.324 21
35S:TCOL3#2-1 10.05 8–13 1.174 0.250 4.32 3–5 0.650 0.140 14.36 12–18 1.649 0.352 22

LDs Wt (L.er) 8.93 8–11 0.780 0.140 3.10 2–4 0.550 0.102 12.03 10–15 1.130 0.210 30
35S:TCOL3#1-1 12.62 10–16 1.780 0.399 4.10 3–6 0.850 0.190 16.45 14–21 2.200 0.500 20
35S:TCOL3#2-1 11.90 11–14 0.890 0.110 4.14 3–5 0.480 0.150 16.05 15–18 0.970 0.210 21

SDs Wt (L.er) 28.71 18–37 6.290 2.380 6.71 3–9 2.060 0.780 35.43 21–45 7.870 2.970 7
35S:TCOL3#1-1 12.30 11–13 1.400 1.000 3.00 0 0.000 0.000 15.30 14–16 1.410 1.000 5
35S:TCOL3#2-1 17.00 8–24 5.760 2.350 5.17 2–8 2.560 1.040 22.17 10–32 8.260 3.370 6

LDs, long days; SDs, short days; Av, average; Rng, range; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error; N, number of plants.

Table 2 Tomato genes encoding TCOL1-interacting proteins

Name Renamed
No. of
clones

Accession
number

Minimal
interaction
domain Chr #

Similar protein

Name Sp. Accession Details
% & (length)
of similarity

TCIP1 TSTO 45 AY490242 233 aa 6 Salt Tolerance A. t At1g06040 B-box 58% (146 aa)
TCIP2a THAP5a 46 AY490243 232 aa 6 At-HAP5a A. t At3g48590 CBF factor 85% (175 aa)
TCIP2b THAP5c 5 AY490244 182 aa 1 At-HAP5c A. t At1g08970 CBF factor 76% (122 aa)
TCIP3 TFKBP12 26 AY490245 112 aa 1 At-FKBP12 A. t At5g64350 Immunophilin 83% (94 aa)
TCIP4 2 AY490246 198 aa SBP1 P.h AAR92230 S-ribonuclease

binding protein
98% (310 aa)

TCIP5 1 AY490247 602 aa Expressed protein A. t At3g48500 – 77% (421 aa)
TCIP6 1 AY490248 484 aa Tropomyosin-related A. t At5g48160 Tropomyosin-related 66% (324 aa)
TCIP7 1 AY490249 473 aa HIP2 S. t CAD45375 Protease-interacting

protein
94% (445 aa)

Sp., species; A. t, Arabidopsis thaliana; P. h, Petunia X hybrida; S. t., Solanum tuberosum; Chr #, Tomato chromosome number, based onmapping
to Solanom pennellii introgression lines.
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(TCIP4–7) did not interact with full-length TCOL1 (Figure 2d)

and they were not studied further.

B-box binding proteins

TCIP3 (26/127 clones recovered) encodes a protein similar to

mammalian immunophilin FKBP12 (Siekierka et al., 1989),

and was therefore named Tomato FKBP12 (TFKBP12).

Expression of TFKBP12 showed no clear diurnal pattern of

expression (Figure S4). It interacted specifically with the N-

terminal B-box domain of TCOL1 and with the full-length

TCOL1 protein, but did not interact with the B-box domains

encoded by AtCO (Figure 2e). For that reason it was not

studied further.

TCIP1 (45/127 clones) encodes a protein with two zinc-

finger B-box motifs typical of COL proteins, but contains no

CCT domain. We renamed it TSTO because it showed the

highest similarity in sequence to the Arabidopsis Salt

Tolerance protein (Lippuner et al., 1996). Similarly to STO

(Smith et al., 2004), TSTO expression showed diurnal fluc-

tuations (Figure S4) and continued to cycle under constant

dark conditions (Figure 1d). TSTO (TCIP1) interacted specif-

ically with the N-terminal B-box containing domain of

TCOL1 (Figure 2c) and AtCO (Figure 2e), but could not be

tested against the full-length proteins because it acts as an

activator itself when fused to the BD (not shown). TSTO does

not encode a protein with a known DNA-binding motif and

will not be considered further in this context here.

CCT-domain interacting proteins are functional components

of the CBF

The two remaining genes, TCIP2a (46/127 clones) and

TCIP2b (5/127 clones), encode proteins showing high se-

quence similarity to the yeast transcription factor HAP5

(McNabb et al., 1995). HAP5, together with HAP2 and HAP3,

forms the trimeric CBF to regulate transcription by direct

binding to a common promoter motif in many eukaryotic

genes. While yeast and mammals contain one gene for ev-

ery component of the CBF complex, plant genomes encode

several copies of each subunit (see Discussion section).

TCIP2a and TCIP2b were renamed THAP5a and THAP5c

based on their sequence similarities to two out of nine

Arabidopsis HAP genes, AtHAP5a and AtHAP5c (Edwards

et al., 1998; Figure S3b). All subunits of the HAP complex are

required for its function: yeast cells bearing a mutant allele

in any of the subunits are unable to grow on non-ferment-

able carbon sources (Sinha et al., 1995). This phenotype was

used to test whether the two tomato genes coding for HAP5-

like proteins can functionally replace HAP5 in yeast. The

Hap5 gene in the yeast haploid strain, Y1064, was disrupted

with a URA3 insertion (see Experimental procedures sec-

tion). Both tomato HAP5 genes successfully complemented

the yeast mutation (Figure 3a).

The HAP5 component of CBF interacts with Group 1A COL

proteins through the CCT domain

The two THAP5 proteins were shown to interact with the

CCT-domain-containing C-terminal region of TCOL1 (Fig-

ure 2c), the CCT domains of TCOL3 and AtCO (Figure 2e),

and the full-length TCOL1 protein (Figure 2d). The two THAP

proteins did not interact with the full-length TCOL2 lacking a

CCT domain (Figure 2e). Thus, THAP5 proteins interact spe-

cifically with the CCT domain of Group 1A COL proteins ori-

ginated from different species and having distinct functions.

The THAP5–TCOL1 interaction was further verified in a

non-yeast system. Anti-THAP5a antibody, prepared in rab-

bits (see Experimental procedures section), did not recog-

nize the closely related THAP5c protein expressed in

Escherichia coli or yeast cells (data not shown) but it

specifically recognized the THAP5a protein expressed from

the 35S:THAP5a transgene in tobacco plants as a single c.

34-kDa band (Figure 3b). Using the affinity-purified anti-

THAP5a antibody, we detected specific interaction between

THAP5a expressed in tobacco and in vitro-translated TCOL1

(Figure 3c).

The THAP5 factor fails to interact with a mutant allele of the

CCT domain that perturbs AtCO function

Two late-flowering alleles of AtCO, co-5 and co-7, are caused

by point mutations in the CCT domain (Robson et al., 2001).

The affected amino acids, P355 and R356, are conserved in

the TCOL1 and TCOL3 proteins (Figure 4a), as well as in a

broad range of CCT-domain proteins. We asked whether the

reduced function of the two mutant alleles might be a result

of reduced interaction with the HAP5 component. The two

mutations, P355L and R356Q, and an additional mutation in

a nearby conserved position, G359S, were introduced into

the TCOL1 gene, and themutated proteins tested for binding

to the THAP5 proteins in yeast. The co-5 (P355L) mutation

had no effect on binding (Figure 4b) and most likely affects

other functions of the CCT domain. In contrast, co-7 (R356Q),

the other CCT-domain mutation that inactivates AtCO, and

the adjacent novel G359S mutation, completely eliminated

the interaction between TCOL1 and THAP5.

Elevated THAP5a levels affect flowering time of Arabidopsis

in response to environmental conditions

No obvious diurnal cycling has been identified in the mRNA

levels of the Arabidopsis HAP5 genes (Smith et al., 2004;

Zimmermann et al., 2004). Similarly, expression of the two

THAP5 genes was only moderately sensitive to day/night

cycles (Figure S4). COL proteins are localized in the nucleus

(Cheng andWang, 2005; Robson et al., 2001), as are the HAP

proteins. We followed the distribution and intracellular

localization of THAP5a in the tomato apex. Immunogold
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detection using the THAP5a specific antibody in longitudinal

sections of a tomato apex (Figure 5a, see Experimental

procedures section) localized THAP5a to cell nuclei (Fig-

ure 5a–c). The THAP5a antigen could be found in epidermal,

meristematic, vascular and differentiated parenchyma cells.

To test whether the availability of HAP5a affects flowering

time, the 35S:THAP5a construct was introduced into non-

photoperiodic tomato and tobacco plants: no effect on

flowering time was detected (data not shown).

Some of the nine HAP5 genes are highly expressed in

Arabidopsis (Gusmaroli et al., 2001, 2002), suggesting that

HAP5 levels in Arabidopsis might not be restrictive. No

flowering-time effect was observed in transgenic 35S:THA-

P5a Arabidopsis plants grown under short-day conditions

(Table S1). Under long-day conditions, only one or two of

the transgenic lines showed a slight reduction in flowering

time(Table S1).Analysisofpubliclyavailablemicroarraydata

[GENEVESTIGATOR web tool (https://www.genevestigator.

Figure 3. THAP5a complements HAP5, and interacts with TCOL1 independently of yeast factors.

(a) The HAP5 gene of the yeast line Y1064was inactivated by a URA3 insertion (see Experimental procedures section). Mutant hap5) cells, YH510, bearing BD fusions

of the yeast Hap5 gene (YH520/5), the tomato THAP5a (YH520/5a) and THAP5c (YH520/5b) genes, or an ‘empty’ BD (YH520) as a control, were tested for

complementation on non-selective (left plate, YPD, glucose) and selective (right plate, YLD, lactate) media.

(b) Immunoblot detection of total protein extracts from wild-type and transgenic tobacco plants containing the 35S:THAP5a construct. The protein blot was probed

with an anti-THAP5a antibody, before or after affinity purification (see Experimental procedures section). The THAP5a antibody recognized a single c. 34-kDa band

which was strongly present in transgenic 35S:THAP5a plants.

(c) In vitro binding assays between in vitro translated 35S-Met-TCOL1 and THAP5a from 35S:THAP5a transgenic tobacco plants. Protein extracts (1 mg) from wild-

type or 35S:THAP5a plants were incubated with anti-THAP5a polyclonal antibody. The complexwas bound and immobilized on protein A containing Dynabeads and

challenged with in vitro translated 35S-Met-TCOL1. After incubation, eluted fractions were resolved by SDS-PAGE, and probed for the presence of THAP5a with anti-

THAP5a antibody, and for the presence of 35S-Met-TCOL1 by exposing the blots to a Phosphorimager (model FLA-5000; Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan) (see Experimental

procedures section).
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ethz.ch/), Zimmermann et al., 2004] showed that one of

the most highly expressed HAP5 genes in Arabidopsis,

At1g08970 (Gusmaroli et al., 2002), exhibits reduced expres-

sion when plants are exposed to higher temperatures.

Indeed, under warmer long-day conditions, all independent

transgenic lines flowered significantly, albeit slightly earlier

than wild-type plants (Figure 5d–f). This suggests that,

under conditions in which its expression might be reduced,

HAP5 might be a limiting factor for flowering. Further, this

effect may be suppressed by over-expressing HAP5.

A functional HAP2/3/THAP5 complex recruits TCOL1 to the

HAP-responsive CCAAT motifs of the yeast HEM1 and CYC1

genes

Transcription of the yeast CYC1 and HEM1 genes requires

the binding of the trimeric CBF to their well-characterized

CCAAT promoter motifs (Keng and Guarente, 1987; McNabb

et al., 1995; Olesen and Guarente, 1990). We used these

motifs to test whether a functional CBF complex, containing

the THAP5a protein, can actually recruit the TCOL1 factor to

functional CCAAT sites. First, hap5 mutant cells expressing

the AD fusion of TCOL1, taggedwith a 13Xmyc peptide, were

prepared. The hap5 mutation in these cells was successfully

complemented by the yeast Hap5, and the THAP5a and

THAP5c genes. Thus, the presence of the TCOL1 chimera

protein did not compromise the ability of the three HAP5

factors to substitute for the endogenous disrupted hap5

factor. Furthermore, the TCOL1–13Xmyc protein interacted,

in the Y2H test, with all three HAP5 variants (data not

shown). Subsequently, Chromatin immunoprecipitation

(ChIP) assays were used to detect possible binding of the

tagged TCOL1 to the proven functional CCAAT motifs of the

CYC1 and HEM1 promoters. Chromatin from each of the six

tested lines (three HAP5 types, with or without the TCOL1–

13Xmyc protein) was cross-linked and immunoprecipitated

Figure 4. The conserved arginine 356 is required for both AtCO function and the interaction between the CCT domain and the THAP5 factors.

(a) Alignment of the predicted amino acid sequences of the C-terminal regions of the three TCOL and the AtCO proteins. The 43-residue-long CCT domain is

underlined. The site of the shifted reading frame in the TCOL2 gene ismarkedwith an arrow. Altered amino acids are shown below, with the corresponding names of

their AtCO alleles.

(b) Interactions, determined by Y2H tests, between the threemutant versions of the TCOL1 protein and the two THAP5 factors. Left and right panels: growth of tested

colonies in the absence (left) or presence (right) of 10-mM 3AT. The R356Q and G359S mutations abolished the interactions with both THAP proteins.
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with an anti-myc antibody. Using primers specific to se-

quences flanking the established CCAAT target sites of the

CYC1 or HEM1 promoters or control HAP2 gene sequences,

CBF binding sites were found to be enriched in DNA im-

munoprecipitated along with the TCOL1–13Xmyc protein

(Figure 6). Furthermore, no amplification of the target se-

quences was obtained after immunoprecipitation of cross-

linked DNA from cell lines that acted as negative controls

and did not contain pAD:TCOL1–13Xmyc (data not shown).

A complex containing TCOL1 was thus shown to bind the

CCAAT boxes of the yeast CYC1 or HEM1 genes.

Discussion

We have identified a protein complex that can recruit Group

1A COL proteins to DNA in eukaryotic cells. Flowering-

Figure 5. Increased levels of THAP5a accelerate the transition to flowering in Arabidopsis grown under warm long days.

(a) Immunogold localization of THAP5a in fixed longitudinal sections of the tomato apex, using an anti-THAP5a antibody. The intensive labelling of nuclei in the apex

reflects the density of cells and the relative size of the nuclei.

(b) Enlarged section of labelled nuclei.

(c) Section treated with pre-immune serum (control).

(d) Flowering time of 35S:THAPa Arabidopsis plants grown under warm (28/22�C) day/night conditions under long days (16/8-h day/night photoperiods).

Independent transformants were compared to the Landsberg erecta wild-type strain and most lines (except line 10) showed early flowering under these conditions.

Flowering time was measured by counting rosette (grey) and cauline (black) leaves. Mean leaf number is shown �SEM (n ¼ 5 to 22).

(e) Photographs of 26-day-old representative plants from (d). The different genotypes were grown together under identical conditions. The inflorescence stem,

including cauline leaves, was removed to visualize rosette leaf number easily. Plants were photographed separately at the same age.

(f) As (e), leaving the plants uncut. The scale bars in (e) and (f) are 1 cm.
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related (AtCO) and non-flowering-related (TCOL1) members

of the COL family can bind the HAP5 (NF-YC; CBF-C) subunit

of the CBF through their CCT domain. The validity of this

interaction has been shown by in vitro and in vivo approa-

ches. Revealing the biological relevance of an association

between proteins that are members of large families is not

straightforward. Interactions between MADS-box transcrip-

tion factors are still being determined using Y2H as a first

step (de Folter et al., 2005). Most COL genes are of unknown

function and the abundance of gene copies for each com-

ponent of the CBF increases the complexity. Nevertheless,

when focusing on one biological function of a COL protein,

the control of flowering in Arabidopsis by AtCO, our data

showed premature flowering under specific conditions due

to HAP5 over-expression. This, together with evidence for

loss of HAP5 interaction in a mutation in AtCO that delays

flowering, strongly supports a role for the CBF in COL gene

function.

Do COL proteins regulate gene expression through CCAAT

motifs?

In yeast, we have shown that TCOL1 is recruited by the HAP

complex to promoters that contain CCAAT boxes. CCAAT

motifs can be found within regulatory regions of known and

potential targets of COL proteins (Table S2). In other sys-

tems, CBF interacts with other proteins directly (Taira et al.,

1999; Villard et al., 2000), cooperates with other transcription

factors that bind to independent sites (Dooley et al., 1998) or

competes with other factors for binding to overlapping

motifs (el-Hodiri and Perry, 1995; Caruso et al., 2002; van

Heeswijck and Hynes, 1991). We cannot rule out the possi-

bility that an interaction with COL proteins modifies or re-

laxes the DNA specificity of the CBF complex, such that this

complex no longer binds only the CCAAT motif. Masiero

et al. (2002), for example, reported that OsNF-YB1, a rice

homologue of HAP3 capable of interacting with a rice

MADS-box protein, does not bind a CCAAT motif, since it

cannot form a trimeric CBF. A cis-element required for AtCO-

dependent induction might contain a non-CCAAT motif to

which additional, as yet unknown, components of the

complex bind. Some of these components might be other

interacting proteins identified in this screen.

Are COL–CBF interactions selective?

Previously an Arabidopsis HAP2 gene was shown to com-

plement yeast Hap2 mutant (Edwards et al., 1998). Here we

show that two tomato HAP5 genes complement a disrupted

yeast Hap5 gene. In Arabidopsis there are 11, 10 and nine

genes encoding HAP2 (NF-YA; CBF-B), HAP3 (NF-YB; CBF-A)

and HAP5 (NF-YC; CBF-C) subunits respectively (Edwards

et al., 1998; Gusmaroli et al., 2001, 2002; Kwong et al., 2003).

Many redundant CBF variations are therefore possible. Only

THAP5 was identified in the large two-hybrid screen, but

whether other elements of the trimeric complex also interact

with COL proteins remains an important question. Two

members of the HAP3 family, LEAFY COTYLEDON 1 (LEC1,

Lotan et al., 1998) and LEC1-LIKE (Kwong et al., 2003), play a

unique role in embryogenesis. In rice, a HAP3 isoform has

been shown to play a role in chloroplast biogenesis (Miyoshi

et al., 2003). Although the HAP2 and HAP5 genes are

Figure 6. THAP5 recruits TCOL1 to HAP-binding CCAAT targets in yeast cells. Chromatin immunoprecipitation assays.

ChIP assays were performed on hap5) cells expressing the TCOL1–13Xmyc gene and either the parental BD vector or one of its derivative BD fusions with HAP5,

THAP5a or THAP5c genes (Y1064, YH530, YH530a and YH530c respectively (see Experimental procedures section). Target DNAwas detected with PCR using primers

specific to the flanking sequences of the CCAATmotifs of the CYC1 and HEM1 promoters, or specific to the sequence of the HAP2 gene as a control (Table S3). PCR

reactions were performed before (WCE, input) or after (ChIP) immunoprecipitation with anti-myc antibody. No amplification of the target sequences after

immunoprecipitation was obtained with the same cell lines lacking the pAD:TCOL1–13Xmyc gene.
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ubiquitously expressed (Edwards et al., 1998; Gusmaroli

et al., 2001, 2002), the actual protein levels of the HAP2

component might be limited. Recently, eight of 10 genes

encoding the HAP2 factors were found to contain a recog-

nition site for the mir169 microRNA (Reinhart et al., 2002) in

their 3¢ un-translated region, suggesting possible post-

translational regulation of this component. Perhaps the

ability of a certain CBF complex to bind a specific COL

protein depends on the particular components of the CBF.

Indeed, the two tomato HAP5 proteins seemed to differ in

their interaction efficiencies.

Are COL genes controlling flowering time in tomato?

The CO–FT system in Arabidopsis and rice evolved to induce

a single vegetative/reproductive transition in response to

seasonal changes in day length. Tomato is one of many

‘day-neutral’ plants, in which photoperiod does not affect

flowering time. Nevertheless, it contains FT-like genes that

are involved in the transition to flowering (Carmel-Goren

et al., 2003; Pnueli et al., 1998; Teper-Bamnolker and Sa-

mach, 2005; E. Lifschitz, unpublished data). Over-expression

of AtCO or the TCOL genes did not delay flowering in tomato

or tobacco, suggesting that the transition to flowering in

these day-neutral plants does not involve Group IA COL

proteins. Over-expression of AtCO in potato has no effect on

flowering time but causes a reduction in the response of

tuberization to photoperiod (Martinez-Garcia et al., 2002).

Since TCOL1 and TCOL are under circadian regulation, they

might mediate other photoperiodic or time-of-day-specific

processes.

Expression of one TCOL gene delayed Arabidopsis

flowering. High levels of TCOL3 might compete with

endogenous AtCO and replace it in a transcriptional com-

plex, thereby causing late or early flowering under long or

short days respectively. Since Arabidopsis flowering is

affected by high levels of AtCO and TCOL3, while tomato

flowering is not, perhaps the tomato orthologue of FT has

lost promoter motifs required for recognition by COL

transcriptional complexes.

Conclusions

We provide substantial evidence, using a diverse array of

approaches, that Group 1A COL proteins can use the CBF

element to approach DNA and regulate transcription.

Members of this group, isolated from different species,

interact through the CCT domain with the HAP5 element of

the CBF complex. We show that increasing levels of one of

the CBF components modify flowering time in Arabidopsis.

A yeast CBF complex, in which the tomato HAP5a replaces a

dysfunctional endogenous HAP5, is biologically functional

and can recruit a COL protein to two functional CCAAT

motifs of yeast genes.

The interaction between COL proteins of Group 1A and

the HAP factors requires a conserved amino acid which is

essential for the biological function of the Arabidopsis

CONSTANS protein. Members of the Arabidopsis pseudo-

response regulators (APRR) protein family, many of which

have been shown to be involved in circadian-clock function

(Mizuno and Nakamichi, 2005; Strayer et al., 2000), also

contain a CCT domain. Another plant transcription factor,

VRN2 which contains a remotely related CCT domain,

regulates the vernalization response of wheat (Yan et al.,

2004). Replacement, in VRN2, of arginine 356, which is

conserved in all CCT domains, with tryptophan (R356W),

was sufficient to convert the growth habit of the DV92

accession of Triticum monococcum from a winter into a

spring line. This mutation is analogous to the co-7 mutation

in AtCO (R356Q) which was shown here to disrupt specific-

ally the interaction with THAP5.

Future studies are likely to reveal the details of the COL–

CBF associations as well as the specific interactions between

members of the COL and CBF families of transcription

factors. More thorough understanding of the nature of the

COL transcription complexes will require the analysis of

other CCT-domain transcription factors and of the functional

significance of the B-box domain and its interacting pro-

teins.

Experimental procedures

Plant material and transgenic plants

Tomato line VF36 was used for cotyledon transformation (McCor-
mick, 1991). Expression profiles of tomato genes were obtained
from wild-type VFNT cherry plants.

Transformation and selection for transformants

Arabidopsis ecotype Landsberg erecta was transformed using the
floral-dip method (Clough and Bent, 1998). Selection for kanamycin
resistance was performed by spraying T1 seedlings with kanamycin
300 lg ml)1, six times once every 3 days.

Growth conditions

Flowering time (rosette and cauline leaf number) was measured
under several growth conditions. Short/long days: plants were ex-
posed to 10/16 h of cool white fluorescent light. Long
days þ incandescent light: plants were exposed to 16 h of cool
white fluorescent light, with the addition of incandescent light in the
last 8 h of the light treatment.

Yeast strains

HF7c (Feilotter et al., 1994) was the basic cell line used in the two-
hybrid screen and tests (MATa ura3-52 his3-200 ade2-101 lys2-80
trp1-901 leu2-3,112 gal4-542 gal80-538 LYS2::GAL1UAS-GAL1TATA-
HIS3 URA::GAL417mers(·3)-CyClTATA-lacZ). Y1064, a gift of Dr Y. Kas-
sir, was used in the HAP5 complementation and ChIP experiments
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(MATa, Ura3-52, leu2-3,112, trp1 (del), his3::hisG, ade 2-1, GALþ,
CANS, met gal 80::his G, gal4::hisG).

Yeast two-hybrid procedures

HF7c was the basic host strain for the two-hybrid screen. The cDNA
library representing 106 independent clones was prepared in the
‘Hybrizap’ AD vector (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) from shoot
apices according to the procedures recommended by the manu-
facturer, and screening procedures were as in Pnueli et al. (2001).
Initial selection was performed on -His medium with 2.5-mM 3-
amino-1,2,4-triazole (3AT). Re-transformation of bait-expressing
cells with DNA of positive clones was done on 5.0-mM 3AT. Positive
and negative control plasmids were SV40 and p53 for the AD and BD
respectively.

Cloning procedures

Full-length TCOL1 cDNA clone in pAD was obtained as an EcoRI–
XhoI fragment from the Y2H cDNA library. To prepare sense and
antisense constructs for TCOL1, a 1409-bp cDNA clone was spliced
in both orientations with the 35S promoter in the XbaI site of the
pPZP111 vector. For sense expression of TCOL3, 1840-bp-long ge-
nomic clone was fused with the 35S promoter and cloned into the
pCGN1458 vector. Sense and antisense fragments of 914 bp were
also placed under the control of the 35S promoter and inserted into
the XbaI site of pPZP111. To prepare the AtCO cDNA clone, a 2200-
bp ClaI–BamHI genomic fragment containing the gene was cloned
in pBS and the coding sequence was isolated using primers 13 and
14 (Figure S3) which flank the single AtCO intron.

Details of the constructions of the yeast plasmids for the Y2H
binding experiments, and primers used for all cloning procedures,
are available online in Table S3.

Construction of yeast lines for ChIP assays

For inactivation of HAP5 by homologous recombination, the URA3
gene was inserted into XhoI–BglII sites of HAP5 to obtain a 2172-bp
insert. Following transformation, positive clones were PCR-verified
with primers 18 and 19 and tested for growth on lactate medium to
give yeast line YH510. YH510 cells were transformed with the BD
fusions of HAP5, THAP5a and THAP5c to give yeast line YH520/5,
H520/5a and YH520/5c respectively, each tested for complementa-
tion on glucose and lactate media. Next, the AD fusion of a
TCOL1:13Xmyc was introduced into each of the three YH520 strains
to give YH530/5, 5a and 5c and shown to interact, in the two-hybrid
test, with the corresponding HAP5 proteins but not to interfere with
growth on a lactate medium and to support the regular level of
TCOL1–HAP interaction.

ChIP assays

Cultures of each YH530 strain (50 ml) were grown overnight (SD,
�1 · 107 cells ml)1), then cells were washed and grown for an
additional 2 h on lactate medium. Formaldehyde was added to a
final concentration of 1% for 15 min at room temperature, and cross-
linking was stopped by the addition of glycine to a final concentra-
tion of 140 mM. Cells were washed and lysed in the Lysis buffer (50-
mM HEPES KOH pH 7.5, 140-mMNaCl, 1-mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100,
0.1% Na-deoxycholate) using a bead-beater, dissolved in 400 ll Ly-
sis buffer and sonicated in 15-sec rounds to obtain fragments of the
average of 500 bp. Samples of the whole-cell extract [Input, whole

cell extract (WCE)] were saved and the rest mixed with Dynabeads
protein A (Dynal Biotech, Great Neck, NY, USA) beads for 2 h. The
anti-myc antibody was anti-Human c-myc (clone 9E11; A3B2; Bio-
source, Camarillo, CA, USA). Beads were washed twice in Lysis
buffer and once inWash buffer (10-mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 250-mM LiCl,
0.5% NP-40, 0.5% Na-deoxycholate, 1-mM EDTA) followed by over-
night extraction at 65�C in TE (10-mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1-mM EDTA),
1% SDS. Samples were treated with proteinase K in the presence of
glycogen at 37�C. DNA was extracted, precipitated and dissolved in
30 ll of TE. Primers for the CCAAT-containing motifs were CYC1
primers 20 and 21, and primers for the HEM1 CCAAT motif were 22
and 23. As a negative control we used primers flanking upstream
regulatory sequences of the HAP2 gene, 24 and 25 (Table S3).

Nucleic acids and protein procedures

RNA was extracted by the hot phenol/LiCl method (Verwoerd et al.,
1989). Poly(A)þ RNA for semi-quantitative RT-PCR was isolated
using Dynabeads (Dynal Biotech). RNA and DNA blots were per-
formed according to established procedures.

Other procedures

Immunogold detection of THAP5a in fixed tissue sections was per-
formed as in Parnis et al. (1997). Site-specific mutagenesis was
according to Higuchi et al. (1988). 35S-methionine-labelled TCOL1
was prepared using the TNT-coupled system (Promega, South-
ampton, UK).

Protein extracts of tobacco leaves

Fresh leaf tissue (0.2 g)was frozen in liquidnitrogen. The leaveswere
ground to a fine powder. After grinding, 1 ml of IP buffer was added
(50-mM HEPES pH 8.0, 50-mM NaCl, 2-mM EDTA, 1-mM NaN3, 5%
glycerol). Themixture was vortexed and filtered through glass wool,
its concentration was measured and proteins were stored at )20�C.

Preparation of anti-THAP5a antibody

Maltose binding protein (MAL) fusion of full-length THAP5a cDNA
clone was expressed as in the pMAL-CRY plasmid. Protein extracts
were fractionated on an amylose column (Kellermann and Ferenci,
1982), dialysed against 50-mM NaCl in phosphate buffer and loaded
on to a monoQ column. MAL-THAP5a protein was eluted between
285- and 310-mM salt, brought to 1X PBS and used to immunize
rabbits. Affinity-purified antiserum was tested against protein ex-
tracts of yeast cells expressing THAP5a or THAP5c and shown to be
absolutely specific to THAP5a.

GeneBank accession numbers

AY490242: TCIP1 cDNA; AY49024: THAP5a cDNA; AY490244:
THAP5c cDNA; AY490245: TCIP3 cDNA; AY490246: TCIP4 cDNA;
AY490247: TCIP5 cDNA; AY490248: TCIP6 cDNA; AY490249: TCIP7
cDNA; AY490250: genomic TCOL1; AY490251: TCOL1 cDNA;
AY490252: genomic TCOL2; AY490253: genomic TCOL3.
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